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VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE
Opening Plenary Rules of Engagement

• **How to ask question(s)**
  • The RAISE HAND function is to be used
  • President will Acknowledge
  • Chosen participate is UNMUTED
  • Participant Speaks
  • Participant is MUTED

• **How to vote (Attendees Only)**
  • The RAISE HAND function is to be used –
    *If you DISAGREE with a motion only*

President has discretion on who is chosen to speak and when participation ends
Closing Plenary Rules of Engagement

- **How to ask question(s)**
  - The RAISE HAND function is to be used
  - President will Acknowledge
  - Chosen participate is UNMUTED
  - Participant Speaks
  - Participant is MUTED

- **How to vote (Attendees Only)**
  - The RAISE HAND function is to be used – *If you DISAGREE with a motion only*

President has discretion on who is chosen to speak and when participation ends